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Abstract:- Design of controller and analyzing the
response of higher order system in real time
environment would be very complex and expensive.
Therefore, an attempt has been made in this paper to
obtain the reduced order model of single-shaft Heavy
duty gas turbine plants ranging from 18.2 to 106.7 MW
by using various model order reduction techniques. The
step response of Heavy duty gas turbine model using the
reduced order models are compared with that of the
original MATLAB/ Simulink model. Various time
domain specifications and performance index criteria
have been considered for analyzing the responses. The
simulation results show that the response obtained by
Routh approximation-Pade approximation technique
based reduced order model mimics the original, higher
order Heavy Duty gas turbine response. It is also
proposed in this paper to improve the response by
optimizing the co-efficients of reduced order model using
Particle Swarm Optimization technique. On comparing
the simulation results, Particle Swarm Optimization
technique based reduced order model yield better
transient and steady state response as close to original
higher order system and hence it is identified as an
optimal reduced order model for all Heavy Duty gas
turbine plants in grid connected operation.
Keywords:- MATLAB, Modelling, Particle
Optimization, System Performance, Turbines.
I.

Swarm

INTRODUCTION

Climate change, increasing CO2 emission and
greenhouse gas emissions mostly causes environmental
degradation and hence the global warming. These
shortcomings can be overcome by using renewable energy
sources such as solar, wind, biomass etc for electrical power
generation. The bio- gas fuel has special characteristics such
as high and variable moisture content, very low sulphur
content, low ash content, low density and fibrous structure.
Therefore, the biomass is considered as a source for power
generation using gas turbine [2].
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Heavy duty gas turbines are installed for power
generation worldwide, due to its higher thermal efficiency,
lower greenhouse emissions and fast starting capability etc
[3]. Speedtronic and Woodward governor are used as the
primary controllers for speed control of HDGT plants [4][6]. For simple cycle operation, Rowen has developed a
simplified mathematical model for all HDGT plants that can
be used for dynamic power system studies [4]. The dynamic
behavior of 150 MW HDGT was analyzed based on field
data and its model parameters are estimated by available
operational and performance data [7], [8]. The literature also
reveals that the droop governor yield better performance [9],
[10]. Many researchers have also modeled the HDGT plant
and analyzed the response in combined cycle operation [11][14]. The sample survey of 84 biomass gasifier plants
conducted in Tamil Nadu, India, also reveals that the
response of the plants are influenced by many factors such
as lack of monitoring and control [15], [16]. In order to
improve the dynamic and steady state response, an attempt
had been made to develop Proportional-Integral-Derivative
(PID) controller and soft computing controllers for the
HDGT plants [17]-[22].
Panda S et al. revealed that the design, analysis and
controller synthesis for higher order system in real time
applications are tedious and expensive [23]. In order to
overcome this complexity, development of reduced order
model (ROM) of the higher order system is essential.
Therefore, the authors have attempted to identify the
Linearized transfer function model (LTFM) of HDGT plants
and compared the responses with original system [24]. This
forms as the base for the development of ROM of HDGT
plant.
In this paper, it is proposed to identify the reduced
order model of all HDGT plants using various model order
reduction techniques [25]-[33]. The step response of ROM
of all HDGT plants has been compared with that of the
original MATLAB/Simulink model (MSM) to rescue
whether it retains the original characteristics. Further, it is
proposed to improve the response of ROM by using the
most popular Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Technique. The algorithmic steps for model order reduction
and the simulation results of the ROM are furnished in this
paper.
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II.

MODELING OF GAS TURBINE

The transfer function model of single-shaft HDGT
which was developed by Rowen in the year 1983 includes
various limiters, fuel system, compressor and turbine system
[4]. Modeling of various controllers namely speed governor,
acceleration and temperature controllers along with an
algebraic equation depicting the static characteristics of the
turbine and time delays are presented in [22], [24]. Low
value select LVS) block as shown in Figure 1, selects the
controller whose output is minimum and take the respective
control action.

(5)

Fig 2:- Simplified transfer function model of HDGT plant

Fig 1:- Block diagram of Single-shaft HDGT
The transfer function of valve positioner and fuel
system actuator is given in Equation (1) and (2). The
fractional amount rated fuel about 23% is required to
support self- sustaining under no-load conditions.

Based on the simulation response, it was found that the
secondary controllers are required to improve the steady
state response of HDGT plant [9]. Controller development
for the higher order HDGT plant and analyzing its response
in real time would be difficult and expensive. Therefore, it is
necessary to reduce the order of the HDGT plant without
affecting its original behavior. In this paper, it is proposed to
obtain the ROM and identify the optimal ROM for all
HDGT plants.
III.

(1)

(2)
The gas turbine dynamics includes the combustor
delay and torque functions denoted by F1 and F2 as shown
in Equation (3) and (4).
F1=TX=TR-390 (1-Wf2) – 306 (1-N)
F2=1.3(Wf2-0.23) + 0.5(1-N)

(3)
(4)

The acceleration controller is useful only during startup time and it will be inactive, when the frequency deviation
is not greater than ±1%. The temperature controller takes the
control action only when the exhaust temperature exceeds
the limit and hence the need for temperature controller is
diminished. Based on these behaviors, the simplified model
with predominant speed controller is identified. The transfer
function of speed governor showing the relationship
between speed deviation (e) and controller output (C) is
shown in Equation (5) and the simplified model is shown in
Figure 2.
IJISRT20SEP516

REDUCED ORDER MODEL OF HDGT

The mathematical modeling of real time system has
been obtained from theoretical considerations and it may
lead to higher order transfer function. Controller design and
analysis of such a higher order system is very complicated
and expensive [23]. Therefore, it is required to identify the
reduced order model which retains the important dynamic
behavior of the original system. The ROM reduces the
hardware complexity and computational complexity.
In many practical applications, the higher order system
is fairly complex which often makes it difficult to
understand the original behavior of the system. Therefore, it
is necessary to find the reduced order model by
approximating the original characteristics of the system
using model order reduction techniques.
In this paper, the model order reduction techniques
such as Routh approximation, Pade approximation,
Modified Pole Clustering, Clustering technique, Mihailov
Criterion and Eigen Permutation algorithm are used to
obtain the ROM of all HDGT plants. The algorithmic steps
to be followed for obtaining ROM using these techniques
are briefed below.
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Eigen Permutation algorithm (EPA) is a stable
criterion based reduction technique. This algorithm is
simple, computer oriented and efficient [26].
Step 1: Eigen permutation algorithm is used to reduce the
denominator polynomial and its algorithm is given in Figure

Step 1: Apply reciprocal transform of denominator
polynomial, Q(s).
Step 2: Construct alpha table from the co-efficients of
reciprocal transform of Q(s). The co-efficients of reduced
order denominator, Qr(s) are calculated using alpha table
shown as Table I.

3. Consider, the higher order transfer function
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Table 1:- The Alpha Table
Step 3: Find the reduced order denominator polynomial
using recursive equation as expressed in Equation (6). Based
on the required order of reduced order model, the respective
Qr(s) can be obtained.

(6)

Step 4: Find reduced order denominator polynomial by
applying reciprocal transform of above equation.
Step 5: The numerator polynomial of the ROM, Pr(s) is
obtained using Pade approximation technique.

Fig 3:- Flow chart for Eigen Permutationalgorithm
Step 2: The numerator polynomial of the ROM, Pr(s) is
obtained using Pade approximation technique
Routh approximation (RA) is stability criterion based
reduction technique. In this technique, all the sequence of
approximants is converging monotonically to the original
system and if the original system is stable, the approximants
will also be stable [27]. In this paper, RA is used to reduce
the denominator polynomial by the following procedure.

Clustering technique (CT) is used to reduce the
denominator polynomial of the original higher order system
[28]. The criterion for pole clustering is based on the relative
distance between the higher order poles and the order of the
ROM. The pole clustering of the original higher order
system is generated by the following procedure.
1. Real and complex poles should be made as separate

clusters.
2. The poles present in a cluster should be unique i.e. either

from left half of s-plane or right half of s- plane.
3. Poles on the imaginary axis and at the origin are retained

in the ROM.
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Step 1: The cluster centre of the ‘n’ real poles in lth cluster
can be obtained by using the Equation (7),

Step 2: Consider ‘m’ as the reduced order count. Set m=1
and the pole cluster centre is obtained by using the Equation
(12),

(7)

(12)

Step 2: The cluster centre of the ‘v’ pair of complex
conjugate poles in jth cluster can be obtained in the form of
Cc ± jDc by using the Expression (8),

Step 3: Increase the count by one i.e. m=m+1
Step 4: The modified pole cluster centre is obtained by using
the Equation (13),

(13)

(8)
The following rules are used to synthesis the rth order
denominator polynomial, based on the nature of the pole
cluster centres.
Rule 1: The reduced order denominator as shown in
Equation (9) can be used, if all the cluster centres are real.
Qr(s) = (s-Rc1) (s-Rc2)…….. (s-Rcr)

Step 5: Check whether the desired order of ROM is reached
i.e. r = m. If yes, then go to step 6. Otherwise go to step 3.
Step 6: Then the modified cluster center of rth cluster can be
obtained by using the Equation (14),
Rcr = Cm

Where Rc1, Rc2… Rcr = 1st, 2nd ….rth real cluster centre.
Rule 2: The reduced order denominator as shown in
Equation (10) can be used, if all the cluster centres are
complex conjugate.
Qr(s) = (s-(Cc1±jDc1)) (s-(Cc2±jDc2)) (s- (Ccr±jDcr))
(10)
Where Cc1±jDc1, Cc2±jDc2….. Ccr±jDcr = 1st, 2nd
….rth complex conjugate cluster centre.

The same procedure can be applied for complex
conjugate poles and find the modified cluster centre.
Mihailov Criterion (MC) technique is a stability based
reduction technique. It is used to reduce the denominator
polynomial by the procedure mentioned below [30].
Consider the denominator of the Original higher order
system as Q(s).
Step 1: Substituting s=jω in denominator polynomial and
separating into real and imaginary parts in the form as
shown in Equation (15).

Rule 3: The reduced order denominator as shown in
Equation (11) can be used, if some cluster centre has the
combination of both.
Qr(s) = (s-Rc1)(s-Rc2)
(Ccr±jDcr))

(s-Rcr)(s-(Cc1±jDc1))…(s(11)

Step 3: The numerator polynomial of the ROM, Pr(s) is
obtained using Pade approximation technique.
The reduced order denominator polynomial obtained
by CT may sometime become unstable, though the original
higher order system is stable.
An effective pole cluster centres are generated to
overcome the drawback of CT by Modified Pole Clustering
(MPC) technique [29]. This technique is used to reduce the
denominator polynomial by the procedure as given below.
The following steps are used to find the modified cluster
centre.
Step 1: The ‘n’ real poles are contained in lth cluster, where
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(14)

(9)

(15)
Step 2: Setting real and imaginary parts as zero and then find
the intersecting frequencies namely ω1, ω2, ...................
Step 3: Then reduced order denominator polynomial is
obtained as shown in Equation (16),

(16)
Where,
Real part of reduced order denominator polynomial is
obtained as shown in Equation (17),
(17)
Imaginary part of reduced order denominator polynomial is
obtained as shown in Equation (18),
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Step 4: From the Equation (17) and (18), σ1 and σ2are
computed from ρ(0) =
(0) and ρ (ω1) =
(ω1)
respectively.
Step 5: Then the value of 1 and 2 are substituted back in
Equation (17) and (18) and the reduced order denominator
polynomial is obtained.
Step 6: Find the rth order denominator polynomial Qr(s), by
substituting jω =s in Equation (16).
Pade approximation (PA) technique has many
advantages such as computational simplicity, fitting of the
initial time moments and matching with the steady state
values etc. This technique is mostly used along with other
methods to obtain the ROM [31]. The procedure for
reducing the numerator polynomial of original system is
briefed below
Step 1: The original higher order transfer function can be
expanded in power series about s=0 and expressed as in
Equation (19),

(19)
The coefficients of the power series expansion are
expressed in Equation (20),

For obtaining the ROM of the HDGT plants, the PA
technique is used to obtain the numerator polynomial and
the denominator polynomial is obtained by EPA, RA, CT,
MPC and MC techniques. The step response of all the ROM
pertaining to each and every HDGT plant is obtained and
the optimal ROM is obtained as explained in Section IV.
IV.

OPTIMAL REDUCED ORDERMODEL

In recent years, the evolutionary techniques such as
Ant Bee Colony algorithm, Tabu search, simulated
annealing, Genetic algorithm (GA) and PSO etc are
used
for optimization in many engineering problems.
Among these evolutionary techniques GA and PSO are the
most promising algorithm for handling the optimization
problem. Since, PSO algorithm is easy to implement and
there are only few parameters to adjust during optimization.
It is used in this paper to optimize the co-efficients of the
ROM.
PSO is a population based optimization algorithm that
has been proposed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. kennedy in 1995
[32]. In this paper, minimization of sum of square error
between original and the ROM is used as the fitness
function as shown in Equation 23. In PSO algorithm, each
single solution in search space is called as a particle. Each
particle moves into the search space with an adoptable
velocity and position that is dynamically varied according to
the own experience and neighborhood particle experience.
Each particle has a memory.
In search space, every particle has position
corresponding to best fitness value. It is called as Pbest. In
population, overall best fitness value of all the particles is
called as Gbest [33], [34]. The position and velocity of the
particle at kth iteration is used to obtain the modified
velocity and position at (k+1)th iteration as shown in
Equation (24), (25).

(20)
Step 2: The reduced order numerator coefficients by this
technique are obtained as shown in Equation (21).

t0=u0e0
t1=u0e1+u1e0
.......
tr-1 = u0er-1+u1er-2+.....+ur-1e0

(21)

(23)
In search space, every particle has position
corresponding to best fitness value. It is called as Pbest. In
population, overall best fitness value of all the particles is
called as Gbest [33], [34]. The position and velocity of the
particle at kth iteration is used to obtain the modified
velocity and position at (k+1)th iteration as shown in
Equation (24), (25).

The coefficients of power series expansion (e0,
e1…er-1) and the reduced order denominator co-efficients
(u0, u1…ur) that obtained using any of the above methods
are used for this purpose.
(25)

Step 3: The reduced order model numerator can be
expressed in Equation (22),
Pr(s) = t0+t1s+......+tr-1sr-1

IJISRT20SEP516

(22)

Where,
Vik = Velocity of individuals ‘i’ at iteration k w = Weight
parameter
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c1, c2 = Acceleration factors
rand1, rand2 = Random numbers between 0
and 1
Sik = Position of individual ‘i’ iteration k Pbest ik = Best
position of individual ‘i’ until iteration k

The time domain specifications and various
performance index criteria are obtained and shown in Table
II.
Performance indices
Time domain specifications

Gbestik

=Best position of the group until iteration k

The optimal ROM of all HDGT plants is identified by
the above procedure using PSO. The step response of the
HDGT plants with ROM is obtained and the simulation
results are compared in Section V.
V.

System

Tr
(S)

Ts
(S)

Ess
(p.u.)

0.09

0.878

3.08

0.039

MSM
0.04

0.991

3.15

0

1.36

3.75

In this paper, the ROM of all HDGT plants are
obtained by using various reduction techniques as presented
in section 3.2. The step response of 5001M model using its
ROM by all the model order reduction techniques are
obtained and compared with that of its MSM as shown in
Figure 4.

MPC-

0.04

0.84

2.79

0.039

0

0.802

2.26

0.039

0.12

0.902

4.65

0.039

PA

CT-PA

MC-PA

IAE

ISE

ITSE

2.406

1.19

0.6433

0.3197

2.26

1.097

0.5757

0.2772

2.157

1.027

0.4684

0.2395

2.238

1.086

0.5944

0.2724

2.178

1.027

0.5516

0.2403

2.563

1.271

0.6869

0.3613

0.039

PA

The design of controller and analyzing the response of
higher order HDGT plant in real time will be very difficult.
Therefore, it is attempted to identify the ROM of all HDGT
plants which mimics the characteristics of original system.
Initially, the LTFM which is essential for obtaining ROM
from MSM was obtained for all HDGT model by
superposition principle. Then the step response of the
HDGT using LTFM was obtained and compared with that of
the original MSM of the respective HDGT models. The time
domain specifications such as rise time (Tr), Maximum peak
overshoot (Mp), settling time (Ts) and steady state error
(Ess) and various performance index criteria such as Integral
of Time multiplied with Absolute Error (ITAE), Integral of
Absolute Error (IAE), Integral of squared Error (ISE) and
Integral of Time multiplied with squared Error (ITSE) were
considered for comparison [24]. On analyzing the
simulation response, it was found that the LTFM of all
HDGT plants are found to mimic the original characteristics
as obtained from MSM.

ITAE

0.039

RA-PA
EPA-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mp
(p.u)

Table 2:-Time Domain Specifications And Performance
Indices Of 5001m Model
It shows that the response obtained by RA-PA
technique is close to the original MSM of the HDGT plant
than the other reduction techniques. Hence, RA-PA
technique is identified as the best ROM among all these
techniques and its reduced order transfer function is
expressed in Equation (26).

(26)
For improving the response further, it is attempted to
optimize the co-efficients of the above ROM using PSO
algorithm as explained in Section 4.2. The PSO based
reduced order transfer function model of 5001M is
expressed in Equation (27).

(27)
Then the step responses are obtained and compared
with that of MSM and RA-PA technique as shown in Figure
5. The respective time domain specifications and
performance index criteria are obtained and furnished in
Table III.

Fig 4. Response using various ROM of 5001M model
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Fig 7:- Response of optimal ROM of 9001Ea model

Fig 5:- Response of optimal ROM of 5001M model
Performance indices

Time domain specifications
System
Mp
(p.u)

Tr
(S)

Ts
(S)

Ess
(p.u.)

MSM

0.09

0.878

3.08

0.039

PSO-RA-

0.09

0.851

3.28

0.039

ITA
E

IAE

ISE

ITSE

2.406

1.19

0.6433

0.3197

The time domain specifications and performance
indices of 7001Ea and 9001Ea HDGT plants by the above
techniques are obtained and presented in Table IV and V
respectively.
Performance indices
Time domain specifications

PA
0.04
RA-PA

0.991

3.15

System
2.413

1.167

0.6003

0.3028

2.26

1.097

0.5757

0.2772

0.039

Table 3:- Time Domain Specifications And Performance
Indices Of Optimal Rom 5001m Model
The simulation results show that the PSO based ROM
yields better transient and steady state response. Therefore,
the PSO tuned RA-PA technique (PSO- RA – PA) based
ROM is identified as an optimal ROM for 5001M HDGT
model.
The ROM of all HDGT models are identified by the
same procedure and the responses are found to be similar.
Therefore, the simulation response of 7001Ea and 9001Ea
are alone presented in this paper. The step response of
7001Ea and 9001Ea models using various model order
reduction techniques are obtained and compared with that of
MSM as shown in Figure 6 and 7.

Mp
(p.u)

Tr
(S)

Ts
(S)

Ess
(p.u.)

ITAE

IAE

ISE

ITSE

MSM

0.17

0.686

3.85

0.039

2.45

1.152

0.571

0.284

PSO-RA-PA

0.16

0.752

4.1

0.039

2.45

1.119

0.5219

0.2657

RA-PA

0.08

0.773

2.61

0.039

2.233

1.022

0.4813

0.2185

EPA-PA

0.01

1.13

3.68

0.039

2.025

0.9264

0.501

0.1932

MPC-PA

0.02

0.722

2.17

0.039

2.25

1.022

0.5075

0.2257

CT-PA

0.03

0.689

2.14

0.039

2.098

0.8986

0.4338

0.1832

MC-PA

0.2

0.706

4.19

0.039

2.594

1.235

0.6182

0.3301

Table 4:- Time Domain Specifications And Performance
Indices Of 7001ea Model
Performance indices

Time domain specifications
System
Mp
(p.u)
MSM

Ts
(S)

Ess
(p.u.)

0.08

Tr
(S
)
0.923

3.18

0.039

0.08

1.01

3.39

0.039

PSO-RA-PA
0.04

1.04

3.26

1.4

3.76

IAE

ISE

ITSE

2.395

1.199

0.6591

0.3299

2.43

1.185

0.6196

0.3167

2.428

1.184

0.6195

0.3164

2.216

1.065

0.4917

0.2571

0.039

RA-PA
0

ITAE

0.039

EPA-PA
MPC-PA

0.03

0.88

2.86

0.039

2.259

1.107

0.6153

0.2871

CT-PA

0

0.828

2.25

0.039

2.226

1.065

0.5805

0.2512

0.11

0.947

4.66

0.039
2.57

1.284

0.7038

0.373

MC-PA

Table 5:- Time Domain Specifications And Performance
Indices Of 9001ea Model
Fig 6:- Response of optimal ROM of 7001Ea model
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On analyzing the step responses, time domain
specifications and performance index criteria of the HDGT
plants and it is found that the PSO-RA-PA based ROM
yields better transient and steady state responses than the
other reduction techniques. Based on the simulation
responses and comparative results, the PSO based RA-PA is
identified as the optimal ROM for all HDGT plants in grid
connected operation.
VI.

CONCLUSION

An attempt has been made in this paper to obtain the
ROM for all HDGT plants in order to reduce the complexity
of controller development in real time environment. Various
model order reduction techniques such as EPA, RA, CT,
MPC, MC, PA etc. are used for model order reduction of
HDGT plants. The step responses are obtained and
compared based on the time domain specifications and
various performance index criteria. It shows that the
response obtained using RA-PA based ROM is found to be
better for all HDGT plants. Further, the co-efficients of RAPA reduced order model are optimized using PSO in order
to improve the response. The simulation results of all HDGT
plants are obtained using the optimized reduced order
models are compared with that of the original higher order
system. It reveals that the PSO-RA-PA technique based
ROM yield better transient as well as steady state response
than any other technique and hence identified as the optimal
ROM for all HDGT plants. The optimal reduced order
model can further be used to develop the controllers and
analyze the response of HDGT plants in grid connected
operation.
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